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Bayesian clinical trial design is work in progress

• Any trial design requires grounding in background evidence

o Use of prior evidence is not a unique to Bayesian methods 

• Bayesian trial design is currently mostly applied to:

o calculating assurance, to mitigate reliance on narrow design assumptions [4-5],

o borrowing/extrapolation: dynamic modeling of study outcomes [6-8],

o use of external controls [9]

• Bayesian trial design methodology is work in process 

o due to lack of transparent and robust prior estimation process/guidance. 

• We propose a simple Bayesian method providing

o confidence to “skeptical consumers of statistics” [10], ensuring designs against priors, 

o a pragmatic and ethically compelling base for clinicians, addressing equipoise 

dilemmas
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Posterior odds of  clinical hypotheses lead to effective designs 

• Trials are needed when background evidence is insufficient 

o confirmatory designs can provide conclusive overall evidence (background + trial outcome), adequate to disturb an 

initial clinical equipoise [11-12] beyond pre-specified positive and negative evidence thresholds (𝜏𝑃 , 𝜏𝑁). 

• Bayesian solution: “Bayesian characteristics” (BACs) i.e. odds of design hypotheses

o “+”/“−”: a positive/negative study (e.g. p-val </≥ 0.05,  p(efficacy gain > δ| data, priors) >/≤ 0.95),

o design operational characteristics (OCs): 𝑝 − 𝐻0 , 𝑝 + 𝐻1 i.e. specificity and sensitivity of the primary trial outcome,

o pre-study odds of 𝐻0 vs 𝐻1:     𝑟01 =
𝑃 𝐻0

𝑃 𝐻1
or 𝑟10 ≔ 1/𝑟01=

𝑃 𝐻1

𝑃 𝐻0
, estimated from background evidence

o post-study odds of 𝐻0 vs 𝐻1:

o BACs design: sample size s.t. 𝑟01 − ≥ 𝜏𝑁 > max(1, 𝑟01) and 𝑟10 + ≥ 𝜏𝑃 > max(1, 𝑟10).
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Strong negative evidenceStrong positive evidence

1

𝑟01 ∈ (1/𝜏𝑃 , 𝜏𝑁)

𝑟01 − =
𝑃 𝐻0 −
𝑃 𝐻1 −

= 𝑟01 × 𝐿𝑅 − = 𝑟01 ×
𝑝(−|𝐻0)

1−𝑝(+|𝐻1)
should the trial be negative,

𝑟10 + =
𝑃 𝐻1 +
𝑃 𝐻0 +

= 𝑟10 × 𝐿𝑅 + = 𝑟10 ×
𝑝(+|𝐻1)

1− 𝑝(−|𝐻0)
should the trial be positive.



BACs design shows strength of  positive and negative evidence

• Worthless designs (coin flips) carry no information 

about the truth of the design hypotheses

• Current OCs for confirmatory trials                 

turn 1:1 pre-study odds into 

o 𝜏𝑁 ≈ 5-10 odds in favor of 𝐻0 if trial is negative,

o 𝜏𝑃 ≈ 16-18 odds in favor of 𝐻1 if trial is positive

• OCs symmetry implies BACs symmetry 

when pre-study odds are 1:1 

• Optimistic design priors (2:1 odds in favor of 𝐻1) 

weaken negative evidence: need greater N to 

achieve strong negative evidence 

• Pessimistic design priors (2:1 odds in favor of 𝐻0) 

weaken positive evidence: need greater N to 

achieve strong positive evidence 
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BACs design – testing for one proportion
• Ph1 study: ORR% = 6/9 ≈ 67% in evaluable subjects: 

o 𝑯𝟏= 67% is the mode of the ORR posterior distribution Beta(1 + 6, 1+ 9 – 6)

o 𝑯𝟎= 50% is the SOC ORR% in this population (more background evidence!)

o 𝑟01 = dbeta(0.5,7,4)/dbeta(0.67,7,4) ≈ 0.6 i.e. pre-study odds ≈ 3:2 in favor of 𝐻1

• OCs of single arm ORR confirmatory study (Ph1 expansion/ Ph1B /Ph2), 

o Specificity: 𝑝 + 𝐻0 : = 1 − 𝑝 − 𝐻0 = 1 - pbeta(NR,N,p = 𝑯𝟎) > 0.95 where N is sample                                                           

size and NR ∈ {0, 𝑁} is n. responders

o Sensitivity: 𝑝 + 𝐻1 : = power.prop.test(N, p1 = 𝑯𝟎, p2 = 𝑯𝟏)

• Ph2 single arm study sample size:

o N=140 carries ≈ 80% power and strong BACs    

if 1:1 pre-study odds are used (base case)

o N=170 carries ≈ 90% power and stronger BACs                                                                                                                         

than a typical confirmatory study using 3:2 pre-

study odds (Ph1-estimated design prior)

• BACs cost of ensuring Ph2 go/no-go against                                                                                                

a possibly overoptimistic design prior:

(170-140)/140 ≈ 21% increase in N.
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BACs summary & some open questions

• BACs are not a methodological development but

o a simple, well-understood Bayesian approach to study design seamlessly incorporating frequentist OCs and clearly 

identifying what is needed from background evidence, i.e. a single additional input (𝑟01) compared to current practice, 

o an ethical approach requiring study design to be commensurate to initial level of clinical equipoise,

o a skeptical use of design priors, where study sample size can only increase in the amount of prior information. 

• “Don’t run before you can walk”: robust BACs design implementation requires guidance ensuring that background 

evidence used for trial design is 

o represented clearly and fairly (principles for source selection) and

o synthesized appropriately (principles for data integration / 𝑟01 estimation)

• Should dynamic prior discounting be applied to adaptive BACs design? Would provide a less conservative model, e.g. 

o start from full insurance against the design prior and 

o allow for a pre-specified level of trust building along the study, iff design prior and IA study outcome agree 
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Thank you 

for your 

feedback! 
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